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INTRODUCTION 
Let ( W, R) be a Coxeter system such that for r, s E 
infinite order in W (a “universal” Coxeter system). The He&e algebra 
A?(W) of W over the ring ~4 =Z[q’/‘, q-“‘1 has a standar 
ITXXfXE WG a second &‘-basis of A?(W), denoted {G,“) WE W, is 
in [S]. 
The main results ofthis paper are explicit combinatorial formulae 
coefficients arising (i) when T,C, is expressed in terms of th 
fT,l,, w> (ii) when T, C, is expressed in terms of the basis (C, ] x 
when C, C, is expressed in terms of the basis (C,},, W. These 
may be found in (3.8, 3.9, 3.12) below. Tn particular, (3.8) gives an ex 
formula for the Kazdhan-Lusztig polynomials of a universal Co 
system. In each of the three cases, the coefficients, which are 
polynomials inq1j2, exhibit regularity properties inIhe signs of the powers 
of q”‘2 which occur. 
A special case of these positivity properties i the facl that for a ~~~vc~sa~ 
ter system, the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials P,,, and 
non-negative coefficients. Thispositivity property of 
has been proved for crystallographic Coxeter systems 
de;kding 
by met 
on the local intersection c homology of Schubert varieties. 
problem of whether the positivity properties for the coefficients arising in 
(i) and (ii) hold for other Coxeter systems (even other crys~allogra~~~~ 
ones) remains open. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We record some basic facts about Coxeter groups and Hecke algebras. 
These results are generally stated without proof, and the notation 
introduced in this section will be used subsequently without further 
comment. 
( I. 1) Let ( I+‘, R ) be a Coxeter system in the sense of [2, Chap. IV, 
No. 1.31 and let I: W-+ N denote the corresponding length function. The 
identity element of W will be denoted by 1. 
We recall that the Bruhat order [3, Theorem 1.11 is the partial 
order < on W characterised by the following proposition. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. If 11' E W has a reduced expression it’ = rk . . . r,, and 
u E W, then LI < it’ iff there is a subsequence (il, .. . i,) of (l,..., n)such that 
ri, .. . ri, is a reduced expression for L’. 
(1.3) The following notation is convenient for the study of the Hecke 
algebra associated with ( W, R). 
Let q’!2 be an indeterminate over Z and let d = Z[q”‘, qP1’2] be the 
ring of Laurent polynomials in q’.‘* over Z. The map 
c a,q”” k+ C a-,lqn!2(a, E Z)
II Ez II Eh 
is an involution of the ring ~2; we denote it by a H ii. 
For any 1%’ E W, we set 
E,,. = ( - 1 )Q’) and q;i’ = qhW*. (1.3.1) 
(1.4) DEFINITION. The Hecke algebra &?( W) of W over & is the unital 
associative d-algebra which is free as an d-module with d-basis 
{L.).., w> and with multiplication determined by the formula 
T,. T,. = T,, (0, W’ E Iv; I( Lnr) = I( Ll) + I( IV)) 
Tj?=(q- 1) T,+qT, (rER) 
(1.4.1) 
A proof of the existence of #( W) is outlined in [2, Chap. IV, Sect. 2, 
Ex. 231. The identity element T, of X(W) is often omitted from formulae; 
for example, the second part of (1.4.1) may be written 
q=(q-1) T,+q. 
(1.5) Let z: .X( W) + & be the d-linear map defined by 
~(,~wa,,Tbv)=al (a,, E-01). 
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The following two facts about 5 may be found in [7; 1.4-j. 
For any h, k E Z( IV) we have r(i&j = r(M). 
( 1.6) Rema&. The map K Xx( U’) + X(W) de5ned by 
Q/LL)= ,c;sf, a, . ?-,,.-I ia,,, E .d i 
is 21; d-algebra anti-involution f Z( I%‘), and 
For any h E 3?( W) we have t(A I= s(a(lz j). 
The formula in (ii) may be proved by inducrioa?. on I(s). 
( 1.8) The elements T,.( w E W’) of A?( W) are invertible and the map 
.A!( W) + ,X( W) defined by 
x a,, T,,, t--+ c c?,,.T,=‘~ (a,, Ed) 
bI)C m ,I Eil’ 
is an involution of the ring X(W): following [5], we denote it by h P+ k 
(12 E .X( W)). 
The following fundamental result concerning this involution is proved in 
[S, Theorem I.1 1. 
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where the P,.. ,\, satisfy (a)-(c) belo\,l:: 
(a) P,., M, = 0 unless y < bv; 
(b) f’,,:,,. = 1;
(C) If 1’ $ u’, then P,>. ,I- is a polynomial in q (i.e., an element of 
Z[q] E d) of degree at most (l(bv) - l(y) - 1)/2. 
(1.10) Notation. For y, WE W, let ,U(JJ, iv) denote the coefficient of 
4 ‘l(“)-llJ) ~ “I2in P.,.. ,,.. Thus, ,u( c’, W) is an integer which is zero unless 
~dit’and l(ny)-I(y) is odd. 
The following facts (1.1 ))( 1.15) are corollaries of ( 1.9) and its proof. 
Since we use them later, they are listed below for the reader’s convenience. 
(1.11) [S, Lemma2.6(iii)]. IfI’, WE W, Y<W, and l(w)-l(y)= 1 then 
p( J’, IV) = 1. 
(1.12) [S, (2.3e), (2.3f)]. Let y:, WE Wand suppose p(y, w)#O. 
(i) If Y E R, TW < W, and VJJ >p then w = ~JJ. 
(ii) If r E R, WI’ < II’, and JW > 4’ then w = 1”‘. 
(1.13) [7, 1.21. The set CC,,},,,. +,is-an d-basis of X(W). 
(1.14). For any rcR, CI=q~1~2T,-q112. 
(1.15) [7, (4.3.1) (4.3.2)]. For any PER and WE W, we have 
and a similar formula pplies for C,,.C,. 
The last fact we require is the following. 
If v, w E W then P,-I ,,,, -I = P, R,. 
Proof. The map a of (1.6) commutes with the involution defined in 
(1.8). Itfollows from (1.9) that m(C,&,) = C,-I; equating coefficients of T,-I 
in this relation gives the result. 
2. SOME POLYNOMIALS ASSOCIATED WITH A COXETER SYSTEM 
Let ( W, R) be a Coxeter system and X(W) be the Hecke algebra of W 
over the ring &‘= Z[q”‘, q-l”] (& and X(W) are defined in (1.3) and 
(1.4)). 
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We define below a family P;, ,,.(x, y, w E W! of polynomials related ro the 
azhdan-Lusztig polynomials P,, ,I’. When there is no danger of conf~$on 
we will omit the comma and write P<;:,, for 1”;. *. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. For any x,x, 11’ E U’, lee Pz,~ be the element of ,:j/ 
etermined by the formula 
ecail that { T).-I ),,E ,t. is an d-basis of Y( TV)). 
The proposition below expresses the polynomiais ?;:.,- in terms cf th.: 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials PI, ,, and rhe structure constants of A?( TT’i 
with respect o the .&-basis {T, jCt w (see (1.7)(i)) 
Proof: From (1.92) and (1.7)(i), we have 
Equating coefficients of Ty-, in this and (21.1). then using (:.7)(ii), we 
obtain 
ut 
(2.3 ) COROLLARY. For all x, w E W, N‘E kaw P, ii, = Pk,c. 
Prooj Put 3: = 1 in (2.2) and use ( 1.5.1). The polynomials P.:,. have the 
following symmetry property. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. For ail x, y, w E W, KY? ??azle q.x P<,‘ = 4.P;. ,<-:. 
Proof: By (2.2.1), (1.5.2), and (1.16), we have 
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The polynomials PC,,, satisfy the following relations (cf. [S, (2.2.c)]). 
(2.5) LEMMA. (i) If-x, J,E W, then PcL = {A I;:;$. 
(ii) If x, y, II’ E W and r E R sati<fies rw < w, then 
P:::,.=q”P?;‘,,,,,.+q’~‘Pi;...,- C pL(=,r~~)q~~!~q;~‘~ P&,
ZE w 
rr < z 
where c = {A [:zz</ and p(z, rw) is the integer defined in (1.10). 
ProoJ: The proof of (2.5)(ii) saccomplished by a straightforward com- 
putation based on (2.1.1) and using (1.14), (1.15). and (1.4.1), while to 
prove (i), put IV= 1 in (2.1.1). 
(2.6) Remark. In (2.5)(ii), ~(z, rw) is the coeffkient of q(‘(‘v’-r(i)-2)i2 in 
Pt. r,~, (by (2.3)) and ~(2, rw) = 0 unless z < rw. 
Hence the polynomials P;,v are determined by (2.5)(i, i). 
The results (2.7)(2.9) below may be proved by induction on /(by) using 
(2.5). 
(2.7) COROLLARY. For all x, y, w E W, P<,,, is a polynomial in q. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. If x, y, w E W, r E R and rw < w then P;,c = P;:,, ,~ . 
(2.9) COROLLARY. Let x, y, IVE W, Then 
(i) P& = 0 unless xy ~ ’ d 1~‘. 
(ii) P<,,,( 1)= P,.- 1, ,, ( 1) (where for f~ Z [q], f( 1) denotes the value of 
fat 1). 
(2.10) COROLLARY. For any x, M’ E W tve have &E w P’,,, =
c,, E w 4.1. p,, I\). 
ProoJ Using (2.5) and induction on /(IV), for any x’ E W, we have 
1 P<,,, = 1 PC.,*, 
1’s W’ )’ E a 
The result follows on setting x’ = 1, using (2.4) and (1.16). 
We also define polynomials Q:, ,,,(x, y, IVE W) and denote them by Q<, 
when the meaning is clear. These polynomials Q:,. generalise the 
polynomials Q.V. R, defined in [6]. 
(2.11) DEFINITION. For atiy x, y, it’ E W, let Q;,, be the element of S? 
determined by the formula 




(2.12) Remark. If X, 11% E W, then Q.k,r = Q,, ;,., where Q 
[Sj. The polynomials Q;,, satisfy the following refatiors. 
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is defined in 
jXl4) COROLLARII’. For QIZJ- s, J’, M’E W, P:Y have Q;,,.E Z[q]. 
(2.15) Remark. It may be shown that the coeflkient ~fq(~‘~)~‘~-~)-‘~’ in 
e.:,, = a:,,. is PC X, W) (x, w E W). Hence the poiynomials Qi,,V are determined 
by (2.13)(i, i). 
3. “UNIVERSAL” COXETER SYSTEMS~MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we state our main results (.?I?), (3.9 jt and (3.12; 
concerning universal Coxeter systems, after first listing s5me sim 
concerning such Coxeter systems. 
(3.1) DEFINITION, A universal Coxeter system is 2 Coxeter system 
( W, R) such that for r, s E R with r # s, the product rs as inrinite order in 
w. 
Throughout this section, ( W, R) denotes a fixed universal Coxete: 
system. As a group, W is isomorphic to (R / Y’ = 1 (Y E j). Thus, w is a 
free product of cyclic groups of order 2. Recall that ’ d ” denotes the 
ruhat order on W (1.2). The following notation will prove convenient. 
(3.2) Noration. (1) For WE W? write U(W) = [r E R / rriy < 1%’ ) 2nd 
.2(K) = y’(,i’~ 1 1. 
(ii) Let “-c ” denote the relation on W d’efined Sy the condition 
J’ < w iff ; d w and I( J) = I( W) - 1. 
Note the following simple facts. 
(3.3) LEMMA. (i) EcerJl element OJ” W has a uCpe reduced expression. 
(ii) g- w E W’,., { 1} Ih en Y( cv ) = (s 1 for sonw 3 E d. 
The next result concerns the function .D defined in (1.10). 
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(3.4) LEMMA. (i) Suppose that x, YE W, p(x, y) #O, and 2(x) & 9(y). 
Then s = SJ’, M*here Y( ~9) = (s >. In particular, x sty. 
(ii) SupposeyE IV’\(l); let $P(y)=(s} (sER). Then ~(s~~,~~)=l. 
ProoJ: (i) Since p(x,y)#O, we have .Y $ y and so ~fl. Let 
U(y)= {s)- (sER). Now U(x)#(ZI, so P’(x)= (r) for some rER. Since 
.P(.v) sZ T(J), we have r # s. Hence sq’<y, sx > x, and .D(x, v) # 0. By 
( 1.12)(i), x = sy. 
(ii) This follows from (1.12)(i). 
Using (3.4) we may rewrite the recurrence formulae (2S)(ii) and 
(2.13 j(ii). 
(3.5) LEMMA. If x,~‘, 11’~ W and r E R satisfy rw< w, then 
P:t;,,.=q”P-:x.,,,.+ql~cP~,,,,.-q c P::::, 
z s i-u 
f-z < i
where c= (A !:;::I. 




- qe::. rx. + Qx.... + q 1 Q&,,w (rx < x) 
SER 
S#T 
(3.7) Remark. The result (3.6) may be used to give a simple proof that 
the polynomials Q(:,, (x, y, $1’ E W, U( 1,) n %!()I’) = 0) have non-negative 
coefficients, by proving (i) and (ii) below simultaneously by induction on 
f( 1v ). 
(i) If I(w) 3 1 and Y(y) n Z’(n)) = @ then Q:,V has non-negative 
coefficients. 
(ii) If /(NJ) B 1, Y(y) n A’)ot!) = 0 and SE 9(~)\9(x), then 
QTX,,,, - Q;,,, has non-negative coefficients. 
We now state our main results. The first of these is an explicit formula 
for the polynomials P:tw defined in (2.1) (for a universal Coxeter system). 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let ( W, R) be a universal Coxeter system. Fi.x MI E W 
and let n = l(w). Then there is a firnction p, : w” + ’ + N and for each 
x, y E Wa subset ?,.(y, x) of w”+‘, both defined explicitly in(4.1), such that 
P:,, = (-x,Y~ WI. 
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Theorem (3.8) will be proved in Section 4. Our second main result is an 
explicit formula for the polynomials Q;,,. defined in (2.1 I). A proof of thus 
result (3.9) is outlined in Section 5. 
(3.9 1. THEBREM. Let ( W, R) be a unioersal Co-xeter sq’stem. Fix w E i% 
a3zd lei 32 = !( H’ ). Then there is is function y ,I. : W’ + ’ + N ma! for s, ~3 E W’ n 
.wbset SJ ~9, x) of w” + I, both defined exp licit/y in (5.1). such thar 
Our third result describes the structure constants of X( U’j with respect 
to the A-basis {C,,,:h,i IV. We require the fo?lowing notation. 
(3.?!) DEFINITION. Let ( W, R) be a universal (3oxeter system. if 
‘(‘=1’1 ‘~ T,, is the reduced expression for H’ E W and 2 <i< E - 1: ier 
” * 
~t’(~;,=r,r~.‘.r~~~r~~i;+~r~+~ “‘rr:-Irn, 
where the terms ij, 1’,+, are to be omitted from the expression on the right. 
Note that the expression given for LV,~) is reduced if r,-, = I;+ I~ 
Define elements C(JL., i) (~1. FVq 0 < i < f(w)) recursively as fotlows: 
C(w, it= 1 
C,, ,,, +C(w,,,,i- 1) if :<;<v--I -.L,. an *
otherwise 
(3.12 j THEOREM. Let ( W, R) be a uni~ersui Coxeler systet?~ md 
2, II‘ E W. Then w-irh the notation of (3.11 ), It!e kz:e 
A proof of (3.12) is indicated in Section 6. 
4. THE RM(~F OF THEOREM (3.8 ) 
In this section, (W, R) denotes a fixed universal Coxter system (3.1). We 
will complete the statement of (3.8) and give its proof. The definitions of 
the function p,.: IV’+ ’ -+ N and the sets $<(F, s) E IV + r (where n = /(II’) i 
to in (3.8) are given immediately below. 
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(4.1) DEFINITION. Fix ~$1 E W; let IV = r,, . . . r1 be the reduced expression 
for ~$1. 
(i) For any e = (x,, . . . . x,,) E IV’ + ‘, define 
P,,,(e)=#(j11~j6n,riE~(-Yi~,)}. 
(ii) For any X, 4’ E W, let q,:,.(y, X) be the set of those 
by 0, . . ..x.) E w+ I satisfying (a)-(c) below: 
(4 XiXz:‘, E (1, ri) (i= 1, . . . . nj. 
(b) For each in (2, . . . IZ - 1 }, at least one of the following holds: 
xpl #xi or ripI#ri+, or Vi- 1$ =Y(Xj- 1). 
(cl x0 = y and x, = X. 
(iii) For any x, ~1, n’~ W, let 
(4.2). With the above notation, (3.8) states that 
P;,v = F:,, (x, J’, iI’ E W). (4.2.1) 
By (2.6), it will suffice to prove that the polynomials P:,. satisfy the 





0 t-r ZY) 
so the P;,r satisfy (2.5)(i). 
In order to prove that the recurrence formula (3.5) holds, we must relate 
the sets gwpw(y, x) for varying x, J: and ~1. This is done in (4.4) using the sets 
PP:V(~; X) defined below. Note that the only difference between (a)-(c) in 
(4.3) and (a)-(c) of (4.l)(ii) sthe range of i in condition (b). 
(4.3 ) DEFINITION. Fix 11’ E W with reduced expression M: = r, . . . r, . For 
x, YE W, let PP:,.(y7 X) be the set of those (x,, . . . . x,?) E IV’+’ satisfying 
(a))(c) below: 
(a) -x~x;-~, E { 1, ri} (i= 1, . . . . n) 
(b) For each i E { 2, . . . n - 2}, at least one of the following holds: 
xpl #xi or ripI #ri+* or ri- I + Y(x,- I) 
(cl x0 = p and x,~ = x. 
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Parts (i )and (ii) of the following lemma follow from the definitions (4. ‘i 
arid (4.3!, while (iii) follows from (ii. 
where 
ence it wiil be sufficient to prove (4.6) and (4.7 j below. 
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Proof of (4.6). Let I(x) =IZ. By (4.4)(ii), the function 8’: W” -+ W’ 
defined by (x,, . . . . x,,) H (,Y~, . . . x,~ _,) restricts oa bijection 
(where the symbol u indicates that the union is disjoint). Further, if 
e’ = (x0, . . . . x,, _ r ) E $,.(J,, art,) u &.( y, x), then we have 
by (4.1 j(i) 
= p,,,.(e’) + c 
i 
(e’E$+(y, rx)) 
PJe’) + 1 - c (e’ E&,(.v, -4) 
Hence we have 
Proof of (4.7). Let I$‘= r,l, . .. r, be the reduced expression for ~7; then 
n=I(\r) and r,,=r. 
If /(n,)<2, or if 1(w)a3 and r,,#rrze2, then P{V(~l, x)=~~(Y, x) (by 
(4.4)(i, i)) and (2 E f+‘lz < rw, r:<z} = @, so (4.7) holds in this case. 
Hence we may assume that I( 121) 3 3 and r,! = r,, ~ 2. Then there exists a
unique z E IV satisfying z < ru’ and t-2 < z, namely z = r,, _z . . . r L. To prove 
(4.7), we will show that 
(where z=r,tpz...r,). 
Consider the function 8’: IV”+ ’ -+ W ~ ’ defined by 
t-y o, . . . . 3c, j ++ (x,, . . . x,~- 3r x). 
We claim that 0’ restricts oa bijection 
(4.7.1) 
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such that if P ~Pk(y, A-)‘;.~,( 3,s), then p,,,(e) = p,(8(e)) +- i (note that this 
claim implies (4.7.1) j. For the proof of this claim, it wiil be convenicct to 
set 
Suppose *o = (x,, . . . x,,)~PtJy, x)~,,.&(J, xz. Then by (4.4)ji, ii). it 
follows that ~,,~~=~,,_~,r=r~=r,,~~, r~9(x,pz), (.Y~,.~.,s,~~)E 
.Z?,,.( .I’,Y,! ~ 1 jq and -‘I,, ~  E {x, rx ). These facts im@y thar s E {.Y~ .~ 2r Y.Y, ~2 i 
so by (4.4)(i, ii). B’(e) = (x0. . . JY,-~, x) EP=P(:,,, x). ence 8’ restricts to ;i 
functioIi, 0: 9;,.(y, x)‘!,~~.(J,, xj -+ .P=(y, x)~ Note also that since x:, ~I == 
x ,, ~I E ,.Y, r-1-j and r E IP(x, 2), we must hzve x), _ 2 = x,? ~ i = x’; this I 
observation proves that 8 is injective. 
owever, e $ $( y. x) since r, _ 2 = r,, s’ = .I’, and :‘n _ 7 E L?(.u’). enc.: 
r E P:,(J*, x)‘,;.$( y, x) and B(e) = (x,, ..~, x ! ~:, x) = e’. Thus B is surjective, 
hence a bijection. 
Finally. we check that p,,.(e) = p,(fl(e)) + 1. for any e = (x0, . ..) .Y,~:! E 
.Y”:,.(J~, x),:&By, x). Then as in the proof of injecrivity of 0, we have 
x,, ~2 = x,, 1 = xi. Set e’=(x, ,..... ~,-~)~9~~(y,.~,,~~j and O(e)=e”= 
(x0, . . . s,1 _3 r x) E 9?( )‘, x). 
Then since I, ~~I$5?‘(.se,~~,)= {r)% but T~,EA?~,x_~)= {T-), we have 
p,Je)=p,,(e”)+ #(jIn-26jdr!,r,E~(;^!~,j; 
while 
ence p,,.(e) = pr(e’j + 1 = p,(O(e)) + 1: completing the proof of the claim 
and thus of (3.8). 
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5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM (3.9) 
Throughout this section, (IV, R) denotes a fixed universal Coxeter 
system. We complete the statement of (3.9) and outline its proof, giving 
considerably ess detail than we did in the proof of (3.8) in Section 4. 
The definitions of the function y,,: U/rr+’ -+ N and the sets &(J, x) 
referred toin (3.9) are given below. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Fix EVE CV; 1 t e IL’ = r,, .. . r, be the reduced expression 
for 11’. 
(i) For any e= (x,, . . . X,)E CV’+‘, detine 
y,,.(e)= #(kl 1 dkdn, Z(X~)<Z(~~-~)}. 
(ii) For any I, J’ E IV, let J!,,.(J: I j be the subset of IV+ ’ consisting of 
those (x,, . . . . x,,) E I+“‘+ ’satisfying (at(c) below: 
(rk E ,4o(~yyk)j (k = 1, . . . n)’ 
(b) For each ke { 1, . . . . 12 - 11, either I(xk) #l(.x,+,) + 1 or 
@u,)#/(.y,p,)+ 1. 
(cl x0 = y and x,, = X. 
(iii) For x, 19 E CV, define 
&,,. = c qy*“’ EZ[q]. 
ekl,,(.l’,.Y) 
To relate the sets &.(j>, X) for varying x, y, and IV, we introduce the sets 
211,( y, x) below. 
(5.2) DEFINITION. For X, I!? IV E W with dp(u,) = ( t > and t # Y(x), we let 
2:,.( y, tx) = ((x,, .. . . x,)ed,,.(y, tX)IX,,-, #-x}. 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let x, y, K’E W with P’(w) = (r} (r ER) but r $ T(x). 
Then 
ProoJ: Let I( al) = n. One may verify that the map 6’: W”+ ’ + IV 
defined by (x,, . . . x,,) H (x,, . . . . x,> ~r) restricts to a bijection 0:2?,Jv, x) + 
&(J, X) such that for e E &,.(y, x), y,,.(t)(e)) = y,,.(e); thelemma follows on 
using the definition (5.1 )(iii). 
as required. 
Prooj Write 11 = /(IV), 1) = rw and let Qil)= (l) (tcRj. Note t 
.t C$ U(x). One may verify the following claim: the map 8’: P+ i -+ l&q? 
defined by (x,, ..~( x,) H (x,, . . . . x,,- I) restricts o a bijection 
such that if e = (.u,, ...? x,,) E&.(J, x), then 
This claim implies that 
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(5.6). We may now prove (3.9). For X, y, N’E IV, let Q:,,, = Q;,. - Q<,.. 
By direct calculation from (3.6) (2.13)(i), and (5.1) we have 
&,,. = 0 if ,Y, I!, ~1’ E lV, I( II’) < 1, AT(w) n Y(y) = 0. (5.6.1) 
Also from (5.3 j, (5.5), and (3.6) we have 
If X, j; )I’ E W, I( rtsj 3 2, then 
where {rj = Y(lr). 
By induction on dp(nl) using (5.6.l)and (5.6.2), we have 
If x, I; 11’ E W and &?(w) n Y(J>) = a, then Q;,,. = 0. 
Since QI;,,. = &,,. - Q; .,,,, this is just (3.9). 
(5.6.3) 
6. MULTIPLICATION OF THE C,.-PROOF OF THEOREM (3.12) 
Let ( W, R) be a universal Coxeter system. In this section we indicate 
how (3.12) may be proved. 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let II’E W and r E R. Let IV = rI “.r,, be the reduced 
espression for M’. Then 
-(q”2 +q-“2) c, (r:>Oarzdr,=r) 
c,,, r, + Cr2.. ‘” (n>2andrz=r) 
cm, rn otherwise 
and a similar formula holds for C,,.C,. 
ProoJ: This follows from (1.15) and (3.4). 
We give a proof of only one part of (3.12) (see (6.2) below). The other 
part, 
C,C,,.= -(q1’2+q~“2)[C,,,,.+C(or~c,l(uj)](~(~~~)=~(u)={r),r~R), 
is proved by a similar gument which also makes use of (6.2). 
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PJOC# The result will be proved by inductior, on il. Note that the rest& 
holds if 4~‘) d 1 or I(N) d 1 (by (6.1 j and definition (3.1 I jj. gience we may 
aswme that i( ~1) 3 2, I(L~I) 3 2. Write 
and 
1\’ = I.‘.~‘\%’ (II”E cz: r’, s’, E R and i( II’ ) = ;( d ) + 2 ), 
Inductively, we may assume that (6.2j holds with ~1 replaced 5y L”T or c’. 
One must distinguish the following four cases for ehe proof: (i) s $ .Sir i 
and s fs’. (ii) s$Z’(c’j and s=s’, (iii) sE.G?(c’) and s #s’, and (iv) 
s E 9?(C) and s = s’. We will give the proof only for case (iv), the other cases 
being simiiar (and simpler). 
Assume that s E .B( c’) and s = s’. Then 
and 
C(LW, n + 1 ) = CL,,,., + C(L’W’, n) 
C( dh’, n - 1) = C&, + C(c’W n - 2) 
C(lW’, II - 1 ) = c,.,, $ C( L”W’, li - 2) 
C( L’t:‘, f? - 1 ) = c,.,,,. + C(P’W, tz - 2 ) since SE,ayU’j 
Hence 
C,.C,, = (C,..,C,- C,.) C,,. by (6.1 j. since SE-~~(~~‘) 
= C,.,,(C,,, + C,,,:j- C,.,C,;. by (6.l), since S=S’E L?(r’b’:j 
= c,, + C( L’W. n - 1) + C( P&1’, n) 
+ CL,,,.. + C(ow’, n - 1 ) + C(L%“, i? )
- EC,..,,. + C(U’W, II - 2 j + c(l:‘~, 2 - 1 j] 
= c,.,,. + c,.,, + C(~‘i~‘. n - 2 j + C(r,z,, i? i
+ c,.,,: + cr.,,., + C(L”W’, II - 2) + C(LW’: n) 
- CC,.,,,. + C(L7’B’, H - 2) + C;,; + C(1.'H.', )I - 211 
= C,.,\. + C( L’I1‘, n) + C(l’i(“, n) + c: ,, 




Let ( W, R) be a Coxeter system and Z(W) be the corresponding Hecke 
algebra over Z[q’!‘, q -li2]. We list hree conjectural positivity properties 
of the Hecke algebra: 
(Pl ) For all x, y, IV E IV, the polynomial P’,,< defined in (2.1) has 
non-negative coefficients. 
(P2) For all X, J’, ~1 E W, the polynomial Q;,,, delined in (2.11) has all 
its coefficients of the same sign. 
(P3) If X, y E IV’, then there exist unique non-negative integers a,,,,. 
(~1 E W, n E Z) such that 
c, c,. = c c ( - 1 y a I,‘, &P2 c,,. . 
I,‘E IV (II Ed > 
The results of this paper prove that a “universal” Coxeter system satisfies 
(Pl), (P2), and (P3). One may also verify that if JR1 = 2 ( W dihedral) then 
(Pl), (P2), and (P3) hold. 
If ( IV, R) is crystallographic (i.e., for Y,S E R with r # S, the product YS has 
order 2, 3, 4, 6, or cr )), methods based on the local intersection 
cohomology of Schubert varieties and the theory of perverse sheaves have 
been applied to show that (P3) holds [7] and that the polynomials 
P ,=P’..andQ oilthe ;~lynomi;~~;Q:~~ h ave non-negative coefficients [6]. The positivity 
.y, X8 and Q,. ,,. when W is finite is also known (as a 
result of a computer calculation by Alvis [l] for W of type H4). 
These remarks imply that if ( W, R) is crystallographic or finite then the 
sum of the coefficients of P& is non-negative and if Z(.XJJ-‘) = I(x) + 1(~* -‘) 
then P;,,, has non-negative coefficients; further, for fixed x, IVE W, 
C,-. w PC,. has non-negative coefficients (see (2.9)(ii), (2.2), (2.10)). 
For arbitrary Coxeter systems, only very special results have been 
proved. As an example, we mention the following result [4]. 
~OPOSITI~N. Let ( W, R) be an arbitrary Coxeter system, and let w E W. 
Then the coefficient of q in P,, H‘ is non-negative. 
Moreover, there is an explicit formula for this coefficient in terms of the 
interval [1, ~71 in the poset W (with the Bruhat order). 
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